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Particle physics is one of the hottest research branches of Physicsp y y

It tries to answer the following questions :

What are the basic constituents of matter ?

What are the basic forces that control interactions between them ?What are the basic forces that control interactions between them ?

Standard Model of particle physics is a model based on quantum 
fileds theory which describes the behaviour of elementary particlesfileds theory which describes the behaviour of elementary particles 
and their interactions.





There are four basic forces :
Electromagnetic:
Atoms, 

These forces are felt by the exchange
Electromagnetic waves, light, …

Chemistry,

Electronics

These forces are felt by the exchange 
of force mediating particles:

Electromagnetic force:    γElectronics

Weak:
Neutron decay,

g γ

Weak force:              W+ , W- , Z0

Strong force: g
Beta radioactivity,

Neutrino interactions,

Burning of the sun

Strong force:                   g

Gravitational:             graviton
Burning of the sun,

Strong:

N l bNucleus, mesons, baryons ,

Gravitational:
Solar system GalaxiesSolar system, Galaxies



Standard Model describes particles interactions including all 
possible force field exchanges:

+ …

What we “see” and measure is the effective coupling:

e- e-

e+
e+ e



Electronic eyes
Accelerator and collider

y

Particles accelerate in the accelerator and collide where detectors locateParticles accelerate in the accelerator and collide where detectors locate,

We do not see the particles themselves,
We infer the existence of “wanted” particles through a detailed analysis of the finalWe infer the existence of wanted  particles through a detailed analysis of the final 
state of the reaction, 
We only see the final states of interactions and decays,
We see the final result of energy deposits and electronic signals of the particleWe see the final result of energy deposits and electronic signals of the particle 
interaction with the detector medium.  More dense detector -> better observation



How do we measure physical quantities so precisely? 

Assume that we have a pendulum and a watch for measuring its 
period. The watch is able to measure the time with 1 second pe od e atc s ab e to easu e t e t e t seco d
accuracy, i.e. Delta(t) = 1 sec.

Let the pendulum undulate and measure its period after one period. 

Result : 3 sec.  Or  better to say 3(+/-1)

Q. Can we measure this period more precisely?

A. Yes, try the experiment several times, in other words, let theA. Yes, try the experiment several times, in other words, let the 
pendulum undulate several periods:

After 10 periods, Result : 35(+/-1) sec. => period = 3.5(+/-0.1)

After 100 periods, Result : 356(+/-1) sec. => period = 3.56(+/-0.01)p , ( ) p ( )



In accelerators, particles accelerate and more than millions of collisions 
happen in the detectors,
This enables particle physicists to have “the same event” of interest 
thousands of times,
More number of events => better control of the noise, fluctuations, 
detector malfunction, better understanding events quantum mechanically.  

Small error on 
the mean

A top mass of 400 GeV



SM precision measurements
Z b di tZ boson discovery, mass measurement:



Number of neutrinos:



W production cross section:



W mass measurement:



Branching ratio measurement:



Sin2 θeff measurement:



Measured quantities and SM predictions:q p



Standard model is in good agreement with the data but there is a 
missing element in this model:missing element in this model:
Why weak force particles (W and Z) are massive (80 to 90 GeV) while the 
electromagnetic force particle (gamma) is massless?g p (g )

Standard model predicts them all to be massless!

The most elegant answer to this question was proposed by P. W. Higgs by 
introducing a mechanism which was based on spontaneous symmetry breaking 
and could remove massless bosons: 

the Higgs mechanism.the Higgs mechanism.

This mechanism is considered as the most attractive candidate for describing g
how weak gauge bosons are massive and photon is massless.

It introduces a new particle, 

the Higgs boson, 

and tells us how particles acquire their masses when they interact with the 
Higgs fieldHiggs field.           

Through this mechanism the mass spectrum is explained  



Hierarchy problem:Hierarchy problem:
Why the values of fundamental parameters of a model are much different 
from the measured quantities by an experiment. 

In particle physics hierarchy problem is quoted as the following:

Why the weak scale given by masses of W, Z and H, is much different y g y , ,
from the Plank mass which is the fundamental scale of the theory.

The Higgs boson is expected to be light (100<m(H)<300 GeV). But there is 
a problem with the SM calculation of the Higgs boson mass:

When the Higgs boson is calculated in a perturbation series including 
radiative corrections its mass turns out to be infinite unless there isradiative corrections, its mass turns out to be infinite unless there is 
incredible cancellations in the series. (Hierarchy problem related to the 
Higgs boson). 



The most elegant answer to the hierarchy problem is provided byThe most elegant answer to the hierarchy problem is provided by  

supersymmetry:

Each particle has a partner with a spin different by ½ unit

F i B B F iFermion <-> Boson           Boson <-> Fermion

The perturbation series is duplicated, leading to counter-terms 
with different sign for each particle  => Higgs boson mass 
divergence disappears!



The minimal supersymmetric extension to standard model is a 
low energy supersymmetry because all particles are expectedlow energy supersymmetry because all particles are expected 
to be ~1 TeV.

It is minimal in the sense that it requires the minimum possibleIt is minimal in the sense that it requires the minimum possible 
number of superfields and interactions.

This model is attractive from several aspects:

Naturalness,,

Gauge coupling unificationGauge coupling unification,

Dark matterDark matter.



Naturalness:
MSSM provides a natural solution to the hierarchy problem by requiring that there 
i t l l ti b t th li t t f f i d f iis a natural relation between the coupling constants of fermions and sfermions.  

Gauge coupling constants unification:
In MSSM gauge coupling constants reach the same point at high energies:



D k ttDark matter:

Assuming R-parity conserving MSSM (PR = (-1)3(B-L)+2s ), several g p y g ( R ( ) ),
consequences appear : 

There is no mixing between the SM (PR=+1) and MSSM (PR=-1) particlesThere is no mixing between the SM (PR=+1) and MSSM (PR=-1) particles,

MSSM particles can decay to the lightest supersymmetric particle (LSP) 
but this particle should remain stable because it is the lightest amongbut this particle should remain stable because it is the lightest among 
MSSM particles, and can not decay to SM particles       

A d did t f th d k ttA good candidate for the dark matter  



Higgs mechanism:gg
Standard model leads to massless particles, 

it does not say how particles acquire their masses,it does not say how particles acquire their masses, 

and why weak bosons are massive while photon is massless,

Why masses of matter and force particles range between ~0 toWhy masses of matter and force particles range between ~0 to 
175 GeV    and 0 to ~100 GeV respectively

Higgs introduced a new field, 

the Higgs fieldthe Higgs field

Particles acquire mass when they interact with the Higgs fieldParticles acquire mass when they interact with the Higgs field

Wh t th i d d th i i t ti t thWhat mass they acquire depends on their interaction strength



Assume that there is a field with two minima:

In transition to equilibrium (spontaneous symmetry breaking) it chooses one of 
the two minima. 

If it remains in equilibrium or fluctuates horizontally we get massless particles,   
if it fluctuates vertically particles become massive when they interact with thisif it fluctuates vertically, particles become massive when they interact with this 
field.  



The Lagrangian of a lepton field can be written in the form :

m is the lepton mass and 

Gl b l d l l i iGlobal and local gauge invariance:
This Lagrangian is invariant under global transformation:

Now consider the local transformation:



Under this transformation the Lagrangian is not invariant because

C i t d i ti d th t t l l t ti L iCovariant derivative and the total electromagnetic Lagrangian

If the interaction of leptons with the electromagnetic field is introduced, the 
Lagrangian becomes invariant under local gauge transformation:g g g g

Applying this derivative yields:

Therefore if Aμ transforms like

the covariant derivative trasnforms like ψ(x) and the Lagrangian is invariant.



The Lagrangan of the electromagnetic field should also be introduced using the 
field tensor: 

as

So the total electromagnetic Lagrangian gets the form: 

The interaction Lagrangian is

Which can be written in the form  



Weak interations theory:

T id th k i t ti th l t th ti l fi ld i i t d dTo consider the weak interactions theory, let the particle field is introduced as an 
SU(2) doublet:

The Lagrangian of the system can be written in the same way:

Considering σi  (Pauli matrices) as generators of the SU(2) group, the local gauge 
transformation would be: 

The covariant derivative is defined as 



Acting this covariant derivative on ψ(x) gives:

Using the following relations:

Th f th t f ti f A i bt i dTherefore the transformation of Aμ is obtained as

With this transformation and the transformation on         the Lagrangian in invariant.

The field tensor which leaves the free Lagrangian F Fμν invariant is defined as
ψ(x)

The field tensor which leaves the free Lagrangian Fμν Fμν invariant is defined as   



Covariant derivatives and the total Lagrangian:

The total Lagrangian of the system can now be written asThe total Lagrangian of the system can now be written as 

This Lagrangian assumes only invariant under SU(2) transformations and is not 
complete yet. 

The interaction Lagrangian is

and the weak current introduced through

i i bis given by  



Electroweak theory:

To construct the electroweak model to include three gauge bosons we shall g g
assume that leptons interact with a triplet of    and another field Bμ.

A combination of        and         will give          and  a combination of          and
μA

r

1
μA 2

μA ±W 3
μA μB

gives two neutral gauge bosons Z0 and g .

Therefore having in mind how particle fields transform under U(1) and SU(2) 
transformations the partial derivative should transform astransformations the partial derivative should transform as

YL and YR are generators of the U(1) group. These  derivatives retain the 
Lagrangian invariant under SU(2)xU(1).

Now consider the Lagrangian of massless particles:

Sum is on all leptons and neutrinos in the first sum and on all leptons in the 
second sum. This is because no right-handed neutrino has been observed yet.

The left-handed particle field can be written asThe left-handed particle field can be written as 



Now perform the covariant derivatives substitution in the Lagrangian to get:

Interaction of particles with the electroweak gauge fields:

The interction Lagrangian gets the form:

Th fi t b k t i k i i t d th d b k t i th
r

The first bracket is weak isospin current          and the second bracket is the

current associated with the weak hyercharge            .

Inserting the following combinations

μj
μYj

Inserting the following combinations

The interaction Larangian would beThe interaction Larangian would be



This equation shows two charged gauge bosons but in addition to them there are 
two neutral gauge bosons as well.

At that time only photon was known as the neutral gauge boson, so search for the 
other gauge boson tarted at CERN and led to the discovery of Z as well as W’s. 

To proceed further remember the electromagnetic current:

Using the identityUsing the identity

We haveWe have

Thus we getThus we get

Assuming YL = -1 ad YR = +1, this equation is in fact   g L R , q



The interaction Lagrangian gets the following form:

The term containing Bm can not be a suitable electromagnetic interaction because itThe term containing Bm can not be a suitable electromagnetic interaction because it 
should be proportional to e and not g’ . 

Glashow proposed that the physical photon and Z are combinations of       and Bm :
3
μA

With these substitutions the neutral current part of Lagrangian is

The arbitrary parameter q can be chosen so as to satisfy the relation:



Leading to the following Lagrangian for the neutral current: 

This gives the Lagrangian of interaction with        , Z0 , and γ :±W

Since none of the three gauge bosons appear in quadratic form all of them are 
massless at this stage.



Spontaneous symmetry breaking, Higgs Mechanism

Assume that we have two complex fields which are made of real functions φ1(x) 
and φ2(x) as the following:

With a Lagrangian of the forma ag a g a o e o

Considering l  > 0 , the minimum of the potenial happens at non-zero values of φ1g p pp φ1
and φ2 .



The minimum of the potential is found if we write it in the form:

Showing that for λ > 0 and μ2 > 0 the potential has a minimum atShowing that for λ > 0 and μ2 > 0 the potential has a minimum at

Since the Lagrangian is invariant under global transformation, the phase can be 
removed  by a suitable transformation, so we get without any loss of generality:

Now fluctuating φ(x) around its minimum as 

Inserting this in the Lagrangian leads to the following relation:

22λAs is seen only H gets a mass of                          from the term with the form 

and θ remains massless (massless Goldstone particles).22

2
1 HmH

22 vmH λ=



These massless Goldstone bosons appear even when the interaction with 
the electromagnetic field is introduced :the electromagnetic field is introduced :

Higgs Showed that these particles do not correspond to any physical object 
and can be removed by a suitable gauge. 

Let’s choose the fluctuation in the following form: 

Using the invariance of the Lagrangian under the gauge transformtion 

One can choose the phase of transformation so as to cancel the phase of 
φ(x) as the following



Therefore if the following transformations

Are performed the Lagrangian should remain invariant This requirement leads toAre performed the Lagrangian should remain invariant. This requirement leads to 
the following requirement :

Since the Lagrangian is invariant under Aμ transformation, the prime of A’
μ can be 

d d Th f th fi ld θ h l t l di d d A d H h tdropped. Therefore the field θ has completely disappeared and A and H have got 
their masses gv and .

As is seen the Higgs field had two degrees of freedom and after the proper gauge 

22 vλ

gg g p p g g
transfrmation one of them disappears (Goldstone bosons) and the other remains.

To construct the theory of electroweak a Higgs doublet made of two complex 
scalar fields is needed which has four degrees of freedom and reduces to threescalar fields is needed which has four degrees of freedom and reduces to three 
after symmetry breaking . 



Spontaneously broken electroweak theory:
L t th Hi fi ld b th f ll iLet the Higgs field be as the following: 

The Lagrangian of the Higgs field should be

The Higgs field interacts with and B such that the Lagrangian remainsA
r

The Higgs field interacts with            and Bμ such that the Lagrangian remains 
invariant under SU(2)xU(1) transformations. This is obtained by replacing the 
partial derivative in the Higgs Lagrangian with a covariant derivative:

μA

Here Y is the Higgs particle h perchargeHere Yφ is the Higgs particle hypercharge. 

The structure of the Higgs field is such that φ+(φ0) interacts with charged 
(neutral) particles to give them mass. 



Acting the covariant derivative on the Higgs field we obtain:

Now requiring Yφ the term containing A  acts on φ(x) as the followingNow requiring Yφ the term containing Aμ acts on φ(x) as the following

Which ensures that neutral particles which are described by φ0(x) do not interact 
with the electromagnetic field.

The minimum of the potential is like before given by the expression 



Assume that after spontaneous symmetry breaking, the field φ somehow
chooses one of the directions as its minimum and assume this direction to be 

The phase has been set to zero according to previous arguments based on a 
proper gauge transformation.

Fluctuating φ(x) around its minimum yields

L t’ th f f th i t d ti ti thi f f φ( ) ThLet’s see the form of the covariant dervative acting on this form of φ(x). The 
second term would be like



The last term containing Zμ can also be written in a simpler form. Since

And remembering Yφ = 1 the last term hen acts on φ(x) reads

Now since φ+ = 0 the term containing Aμ vanishes. So we get finally  



Using the kinetic term of the Higgs Lagrangian now we can extract the gauge bosons 
masses:

Therefore the term containing Aμ which is related to the electromagnetic gauge boson 
has disappeared!

A massless photonA massless photon

Considering the mass terms of weak gauge bosons asConsidering the mass terms of weak gauge bosons as

We lead to the following expression for the gauge bosons masses

+−−− WWmZZm WZ
22 ,

2
1 μ

μ

We lead to the following expression for the gauge bosons masses 



Lepton masses:

Th i t ti b t th Hi fi ld d th b lt d iThe interaction between the Higgs field and the gauge bosons resulted in gauge 
bosons acquiring masses. Another type of interaction between the Higgs boson 
and leptons should exist so as to give them mass.

Assume the coupling strength between leptons and the Higgs field to be g’’
l . The 

interaction Lagrangian should be 

In obtaining this euation the following identity has been used: 

Which leads to 



Therefore considering the mass term as                  , leptons should obtain a mass 
as

lllm−
as

Higgs boson mass:

The Higgs potential can be used to obtain the mass term for the Higgs boson:e ggs po e a ca be used o ob a e ass e o e ggs boso

The mass term is the third term which leads to the following mass for the Higgs 
boson:



As was mentioned before the SM Higgs boson acquires divergent quantum corrections 

A d thi i l d i t i d l i ll MSSMAnd this is resolved in supersymmetric models especially MSSM.

In MSSM one obtains 5 Higgs bosons as the following:



er
m

ila
b

Fe

C
E

R
N

OO
m(H+) [GeV]m(H+) [GeV]



The largest and most interesting HEP experiment : LHC

Large Hadron Collider at CERN:

CERN was established in 1954 near Geneva,

19 member states plus observers,

Half of world HEP experiments are performed at CERN currently





LHC at CERN has been designed

to cover the energy domain < 1 TeV,

And to search for the Higgs boson and SUSY and  …



LHC parameters



The structure of the LHC detectors and in general all HEP 
experiments follows a common pattern:experiments follows a common pattern:



LHC has four  main detectors:

CMS : compact muon solenoid

A general purpose detector for Higgs, SUSY, B-physics, heavy ions studies, 

ATLAS: A toroidal LHC apparatus

Similar to CMS, will be used as a general purpose detector,

ALICE: A large Ion collider experiment

For heavy ions collisions and studies of the quark-gluon plasma,

LHCb: LHC B-physics

Mainly for the B-physics studies.



CMS detector view



Detector components 



CMS transverse view



The CMS tracker system:

Th CMS t k i i f it b t t k id tifi ti d tThe CMS tracker is unique for its robust track identification and vertex 
reconstruction capabilities,

The tracker is closest to the beam pipe and locates inside the magnetic p p g
field of 4 Tesla which is provided by the superconducting solenoid 
surroundng the tracker and calorimeters,

Particles fly in a spiral trajectory and the tracker identifies their tracks andParticles fly in a spiral trajectory and the tracker identifies their tracks and 
measures their momenta,

Physics goals:

A robust track identification is necessary for 

W, Z identification through their leptnic decays as these Gaugs bosons are 
i t f H WW H ZZ*signatures of H->WW r H->ZZ*,

W’, Z’ have also clean signatures through their leptonic decays,

B jet identification using the pixel detector (central part) and vertexB-jet identification using the pixel detector (central part) and vertex 
reconstruction and fly length measurement,

Tau idenification using the tracker isolation requirements.



CMS Tracker system

Pixel trackerPixel tracker



PT resolution in the CMS tracker



The electromagnetic calorimeter:
Thi t f th d t t l t ft th t k i id th l idThis part of the detector locates after the tracker inside the solenoid,

It is made of lead tungstate crystals (PBWO4),

T id tif l t ti l t f l t d h tTo identify electromagnetic clusters of electrons and photons,

The depth has been chosen to contain clusters of highest PT electrons 
and photons,

The magnetic field ensures that particles rotate and clusters are confined 
in the calorimeter, 

Physics goals:

ECAL is essential for identification of several Higgs boson production 
channels,channels,

H-> gamma gamma in the mass range of m(H)<150 GeV is ssentially 
identified by the ECAL identification of photons,

H->WW and H->ZZ(*) in their decays to electrons are also identified in 
ECAL (+tracker)

H >tautau and H+ >tau nu are studied by using the ECAL tauH->tautau and H+->tau nu are studied by using the ECAL tau 
identification (ECAL isolation of taus) 



ECAL parameters



ECAL energy resolution



Hadron calorimeter:

This calorimeter is located right after the ECAL and is dedicated to measure jet 
energies originating from quarks and gluons, their directions and also missing 
energy,energy,

It is made of Brass as the absorber and scintillators as signal transmitters,

Physics goals:y g

At LHC many important signal events which are signatures of new physics have 
final states including jets, b-jets, gauge bosons Z and W decaying to di-jets and 
lepton plus missing energylepton plus missing energy,

HCAL objective is to identify these objects with the best possible performance,

Beam tests of ECAL+HCAL shows that a resolution ofBeam tests of ECAL+HCAL shows that a resolution of 

Is achievable at CMS.



HF (Forward Hadron Calorimeter) is located 11.1 m far from the interaction point,

It i d f i th b b d t fib th i l t ittIt is made of iron as the absorber and quartz fibers as the signal transmitter,

It covers the range of .

Physics goals:Physics goals:

Improve the measurement of missing transverse energy by identifying very 
forward(backward) jets which escape HCAL and enter this sub-detector,

Useful for the study of heavy Higgs production in the range of 300<m(H)<500 GeV

Iron absorber and quartz fibers



HF is made of 36 wedges (including two HF’s)  



When completed, it is shielded and mounted on a platform (both 
shielding cylinder and the platform made in Iran HEPCoshielding cylinder and the platform made in Iran, HEPCo 



HF beam tests

Beam cross-sectional view

Target points for uniformity studies 



Energy resolution measurements



HF linearity of response



HF simulation 

Energy reslutions for simulated jets  



The magnet system of CMS is one of the important parts of the

The CMS Magnet system

The magnet system of CMS is one of the important parts of the 
detector which produces a magnetic field of 4 T to accommodate all 
particle tracks inside the detector,

It l t t hi h i t t littl ith th d t t t i lIt also rotates muons which interact a little with the detector material 
and ensures that they do not escape the detector with bending their 
trajectoris,

The magnet  system consists of:

Magnet yoke:

To bend and return the magnetic field lines to the detector and 
preventing it from escaping the detector, 

And also to prevent the magnetic feld from entering into the muonAnd also to prevent the magnetic feld from entering into the muon 
chambers,

Vacuum tank:

It is made of stainless steel and houses the superconducting solenoid 
and barrel ECAL+HCAL and the tracker



Superconducting solenoid:

It is made of NbTi and produces the magnetic field



Muon chambers are the outer most part of the detector which are 
d i d f id tfi ti

Muon chambers

designed for muon identfication,

They locate outside the solenoid and consist of three sub-detectors, CSC, 
DT and RPC,,

Physics goals:

A good muon identification in the muon chamber is necessary in many 
physics studies, e.g. H->ZZ, when Z’s both decay to muons. In this case a 
perfect Higgs boson mass reconstruction is achieved by calculating the 
invariant mass of the four muons,

Possible extensions of Standard Model can also be studied using the 
muon chambers, e.g. Z’ -> mu mu with PT(Z’)> 1TeV .

A f l t l f b t i i h f i j t id i bA powerful tool for b-tagging is search for muons in jets considering b-
>mu

A very important production channel at LHC would be ttbar production y p p p
with the most important final state through t->Wb->mu nu b 



The muon detector system consists of Drift Tubes in the barrel, Cathode Strip 
Detector in the endcap, and Rsistive Plate Chamber in both barrel and endcap,p, p,

The muon trigger is performed using  the DT and CSC while RPC provide 
additional information about the muon flight patern which is used for matching 
with what is obtained from DT and CSCwith what is obtained from DT and CSC.

DT’s cover a rang of 0 < η < 1 3DT s cover a rang of 0 < η < 1.3, 

their cross section is 4x1.1cm2 , 

they are made of Aluminium and are operated with Ar-CO2 .they are made of Aluminium and are operated with Ar CO2 .

The meantimer algorithm is used for track direction and hit position identification.



CSC’s operate in endcap in a very high radiation environment. 

They are able to provide very precise spatial and timing information in the 
presence of high magnetic field,

CSC’s are in fact multi-wire proportional counters with cathode strips forCSC s are in fact multi wire proportional counters with cathode strips for 
position measurement,

Cathode strips have  a  width of 5mm and anode gold plated wires are 
2 5 th d l2.5mm near cathode layers,

A gas mixture of Ar-CO2-CF4 is used, 

A position measurement resolution of 40 70 micro meter is achievableA position measurement resolution of 40-70 micro meter is achievable.



RPC’s are located both in the barrel and endcap for a fast muon trigger in the high 
rate of background at LHC ,g ,

They are good candidates for providing signals indicating the time and position of a 
muon hit with the desired accuracy,

Three items belong to RPC systems in CMS:

Assigning a bunch crossing to a candidate track of a muon,

Identifying  muon tracks,

Measuring muon track momenta,

A l RPC f f 3400 2 ill b d f CMSA total RPC surface of 3400 m2 will be made for CMS,

They have a fast response, with low cost, and can be produced in large numbers,



Trigger and data acquisition system:

When LHC operates the bunch crossing will be 40 MHzWhen LHC operates, the bunch crossing will be 40 MHz,

At high luminosity of 1034 cm-2s-1 each bunch crossing in average                  
results in ~20 p-p collisions,

The electronic system has a tolerance of 100 Hz, 

This high rate of collision is so high to be reduced in a single step,

The trigger is divided into two parts:

L1 reducing the input rate to 100 kHz,

High level trigger (L2, L2.5,L3) which reduces the above rate to ~100 Hz.  



Physics searches in CMS:

SM Higgs Boson search channels:



SM Higgs branching ratios



γγ→H



γγ→H



μ22* eZZH →→



μ22* eZZH →→



μ22* eZZH →→



μ4* →→ ZZH



μ4* →→ ZZH



−+−+→→ eeeeZZH *



−+−+→→ eeeeZZH *



*WWWWHpp →→

155<m(H)<178 GeV significance exceeds 5sigma at 100 fb-1 155<m(H)<178 GeV significance exceeds 5sigma at 100 fb



*WWWWHpp →→



ννll→→ WWH



jjWWH νl→→ jj



jH +→→ lττ



μττ eH →→







Heavy



Light



SM Higgs discovery reach of CMS



MSSM Higgs discovery reach of CMS



Data production and analysis at LHC, CMS


